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Manage Your Warehouse

K-Store inovativly combines the benefits of 
barcode technology with information management 
software to create a solution to manage 
your warehouse, picking and stock rotation.

Improve performance, accuracy and control in your warehouse operation. Our system 

focuses on the core processes of the warehouse or distribution centre, managing in the 

Goods in, Product put away, Stock control, Picking and Despatch.
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K-Store solutions
K-Store focuses on the core processes of the warehouse or 
distribution centre, managing: Goods in, Product put away,
Stock control, Picking and Despatch.
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Why K-Store?
• Improve your pick rates
• Eliminates me wastage and cuts excess inventory
• Accurate put-away and locaon of inventory
• Improves labour performance
• Improves performance in pick, put-away, stock  control and 
despatch

Simple and cost effecve
• Low cost soluon to manage your warehouse
• K-Store, a fracon of the cost of some warehouse systems
• Low cost soluon with improved performance
• Beer value than a tradional WMS

Manage your warehouse
• Synchronise and control the movement of goods in     
  your warehouse
• Full reporng and efficiency stascs on labour      
   management
• Supports the managerial role
• Manage thousands of products each with traceability, 

Accuracy and Control
• Gives you the control you need to efficiently operate    
   your warehouse
• Accurate and real me reporng
• Gives you control and management of your warehouse
• Allows you to evaluate performance
• Provides full traceability and visibility of all inventory
• Improved data accuracy and reporng

Improves performance in pick, 
put-away, stock control and 
despatch
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Goods in
K-Store effectively and efficiently manages the 
process of receiving goods in.
K-Store can manage your products received, quality check’s, quarantine, sampling and 

stock value. Managing the goods in process effectively.

Managing your 
suppliers and delivery 
is easy with K-Store.

As products enter the warehouse K-Store can 
automatically log the date and time as well as the 
supplier details against a unique product 
reference. This begins the tracking process which 
continues right through until the product leaves 
the warehouse and is despatched.

Product received

Managing the quality of your product is essential 
as you aim to meet your quality standards. K-Store 
makes this process easy by attributing any 
product issues directly with the unique reference 
number allowing you to reference supplier and 
delivery details. Managing your suppliers and 
delivery is easier with K-Store.

Quality check

Any defective or low quality goods are 
quarantined to allow you to manage your quality 
standards.

Quarantine

Carry out sampling procedures, whether preset in 
advance or on the spot.

Sampling

With the stock control moudle K-Store allows a 
real time report of current stock value.

Stock value
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Product put away
K-Store Product put away allows you to fully manage 
the put-away of products that enter the warehouse 
into stock locations e.g racking, bins, slots etc.

Managing your product put away with
locaon and product priority.

Easily identifies free locations and assigns the 
product to the appropriate location.

This includes both manual and automatic product 
to location assigning.

Location

K-Store empowers the simple manual process of 
product put away, allowing it to be logged, 
relocated and picked.

Manual override

Allows users to set individual batch rotation.

Product priority

Enables fast moving product to be put away in the 
appropriate location and also enables quarantine 
of locations e.g. Damaged pallet location.

Location priority
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Picking
K-Store’s order picking process
Increase your warehouse efficiency with direct K-Store Picking.

Picking processes are
made more efficient
through the soware.

Allows the picker the option to select where the 
product should be picked from, thereby allowing 
manual intervention, this could be due to 
damaged product, or slight discrepancy in the 
product type.

Giving full flexibly within an automated system.

Manual pick

K-Store can be used to increase the efficiency of 
the pick process by selecting the best optimised 
route to go when picking the ordered products.
This alloys the picker the freedom to concentrate 
on the items to pick and not the best route to 
walk.

Thereby increasing the pick rate overall.    

Pick routing

K-Store is capable of organising the picking to 
offer Batch picking, reducing the pick time by 
reducing the picker visits to a particular location 
for multiple items/orders. 

These batch picked items can be consolidated 
later to collate an order / orders. 

Batch picking

Orders assigned to picking zones for efficient 
picking operation and consignment offering the 
most efficient picking operation.

Automatic order fulfilment
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Stock Control
Fully control your stock with extensive stock 
management and essential reporting in K-Store.

Managing your product put away with
locaon and product priority.

Access multiple product locations including the 
put away and location of individual pallets or 
boxes. K-Store gives each warehouse operative 
the ability to locate an individual product at an 
individual location.

Stock location

Gives the ability to have random and most 
efficient locations for stock, offering the most 
flexible use of the warehouse. Consignment of 
stock amounts is then available through K-Store 
to provide overall stock levels.

Stock consignment

Enables stock to be moved around in the 
warehouse providing efficient picking. E.g fast 
movers.

Stock movement

Enables multiple stock rotation options including 
oldest product picked first.

Stock rotation
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Despatch
K-Store effectively and efficiently manages the 
despatch process.

Managing your Despatch with a
log profile of items despatched
that allows traceability of items.

Automatic log profile of individual items to be 
despatched. Allows full management of the 
despatch process.

Despatching

Hard copy of items despatched including amongst 
other things who despatched them and the date 
and time they were despatched.

Despatch manifest

K-Store stores and logs individual item weights 
and therefore offers an indication of consignment 
weight. Useful when working on a combined 
weight / consignment delivery.

Weight

Offers the facility to print despatch notes and
consignment labels and an option for automatic 
print and apply.

Despatch note and delivery labelling

Individual consignment boxes can be sorted and 
applied for delivery drop order.

Despatch sortation
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FAQ’s
Frequently asked questions about
K-Store and warehouse systems.

How can K-Store meet my efficiency 

targets?

The K-Store team work directly with you to meet 
all your targets. K-store is designed to put the
tools needed to manage a warehouse in the 
hands of the operations/warehouse/logistics
manamanager. Therefore whether the aim is to reduce 
personnel expenditure, to increase your 
throughput and pick rate or become more 
efficient and professional, the K-store team will
work directly with you to meet any of your 
targets.

How can K-Store help me save money?

K-Store is a small investment to manage your 
warehouse. The system allows you to increase
throughput, improve your pick rate, improve data 
capture, manage stock movement and
control, and reduce wastage. All this leads to a 
cost saving overtime.

Will K-Store work in my industry?

Where goods are stored and moved around in a 
warehouse or distribution centre K-Store is
the perfect management tool needed to 
successfully operate the warehouse. The K-Store
teamteam have implemented solutions in many 
industries including food/beverage, 
manufacturing, automotive, retail, logistics and 
distribution, white goods, direct selling, clothing, 
footwear, printing, paper along with many other 
key industries.

Can K-Store help me improve 

performance?

K-Store has a proven track record of directly 
improving warehouse performance. K-Store has:

- Directly improved pick rates
- Improved throughput
- Improved data accuracy

This works through the 5 key stages of K-Store. 
K-Store managed goods in prevents data
inputinput inaccuracies, K-Store product put away 
allows your products to be located in the most
efficient space in your warehouse, allows 
multi-use locations, and manages damaged or
unusable locations, K-Store stock control gives 
you control and full information management
over the activities in your warehouse. 

K-StoK-Store order picking has in the past improved 
pick rates by up to 300% giving you the most 
efficient pick routes. K-Store dispatch prevents
incorrect packing and data inaccuracies.
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FAQ’s
Frequently asked questions about
K-Store and warehouse systems.

Will K-Store suit my business?

K-Store directly manages the warehouse and 
distribution centre. If you have some form 
ofwarehouse where you receive goods in, store 
them or alter / manufacture them, then despatch 
them, K-Store is essential in managing your 
warehouse and distribution.

Will K-Store integrate with my 

current system?

K-Store is designed with full integration and 
compatibility, designed to fit into your current 
operation. K-Store integrates with current 
software, innovatively processing data exchange
between your current software and K-Store 
software processes.

K-StoK-Store also integrates with automation 
equipment already in place in your warehouse.
Conveyors, elevators, wrappers, printers all 
integrate into K-Store.

What makes K-store different from other 

WMS offers?

K-Store simply focuses on the 5 key elements to 
managing your warehouse, goods in, product
put away, stock control, picking and despatching. 
Most WMS’s run complicated invoicing and
customer relationship management calculations, 
as well as integrative accounting
management. 

K-StoK-Store simply manages the warehouse. This is 
why K-Store is so simple and cost effective, we 
focus on the tools you need to manage your 
warehouse.
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